Imperfection of information is a part of our daily life; however, it is usually ignored in learning based on evolutionary approaches. In this paper we develop an Imperfect Evolutionary System that provides an uncertain and chaotic imperfect environment that presents new challenges to its habitants. We then propose an intelligent methodology which is capable of learning in such environments. Detecting changes and adapting to the new environment is crucial to exploring the search space and exploiting any new opportunities that may arise. To deal with these uncertain and challenging environments, we propose a novel change detection strategy based on a Particle Swarm Optimization system which is hybridized with an Artificial Neural Network. This approach maintains a balance between exploitation and exploration during the search process. A comparison of approaches using different Particle Swarm Optimization algorithms show that the ability of our learning approach to detect changes and adapt as per the new demands of the environment is high.
Introduction
An individual as a system shows intelligence with its actions, i.e. an intelligent individual reacts according to its surrounding and needs. The behavior of an intelligent individual is expected to be in coherence with the current situation which the individual is experiencing. The individual should cater for the changes in its environment and objective(s) enabling itself to make the appropriate decisions under perceptual and computational self-limitations [38] . Ideally, an intelligent entity should be capable of detecting new information which becomes available at any time, extracting the relevant knowledge, learning and reacting accordingly without the need of any third party intervention, thereby forming a dynamic relationship with its surroundings. Our work deals with this relationship of an intelligent entity with its surrounding environment. We argue that this relationship has been ignored in the past and our experimentation will show how this ignorance affects the abilities of learning agents.
In this paper we deal with dynamic environments of imperfect information, i.e. the set of information changes over time. The information available in the environment is incomplete because new information is constantly added to it or previous information is removed from it. This information can be anything from the availability of new input parameters, changes in the objective(s) of the agents or changes in the rules of the environment. The notion of imperfection in evolutionary environments, which will be referred to as Imperfect Evolutionary Systems (IES) from this point forward, was presented by Kendall and Su [25] . IESs are uncertain and chaotic (where the changes can occur abruptly at any time) dynamic environments which provide a variety of challenges to the learning individuals residing in them. In simple words, in a dynamic environment of perfect information, we know what we do not know, whereas in an IES we do not know, what we do not know.
Learning in an IES is limited by the information available, any addition to this information opens up new avenues of learning and acquiring new skills become possible. Such imperfection of information is commonly found in real world problems. A human player may play checkers and then look at a game of chess and decide to learn that game. The same player may focus on other games or may learn a different task altogether. Investors in a stock market may change their strategies based on new information that was not previously available to them. This new information maybe a change in the known indicators that contribute to stock prices or it may add a new indicator previously unknown. The same investor may then leave for a racing track and decide to make bets on a racing horse. These two problems would require analysis of a completely different set of parameters. This ability to deal with imperfection also allows humans to deal with new problems or challenges in our daily life and enables us to detect irrational or unnatural behavior in known scenarios. Humans are able to detect when another player is cheating in a game but evolutionary strategies have had limited success in detecting such behavior.
We argue that the problem facing an intelligent entity is not only to excel in solving a particular problem but also the ability to deal with any problem without any a priori information. Due to its uncertain and dynamic nature, an IES presents new challenges to its habitants. These changes in the environment require its habitants to adapt according to the challenges and modify behavior without the need to rely on any human assistance.
Traditional learning approaches fail to embrace the incomplete nature of an IES. We believe, this failure is mostly due to ignorance of the learning strategy to its surroundings. They assume the environment to be perfect and complete; therefore addition of new information is ignored in the evolutionary process. Another weakness of traditional approaches lies in handling detection of changes. These techniques either rely on human intervention to provide information about the changes or change detection is mostly done by reevaluating currently known solutions to see if their fitness values have changed or not. Results of our experiments will show that this approach to detecting change limits the ability of a learning algorithm to perform in noisy and imperfect environments. Furthermore, a simple re-initialization of agents would not be enough to cater for the updated information added to or removed from the situation. Re-initialization of best strategies also means to abandon all learning done till that point and all computational cost till that point is wasted.
In our work we present a learning algorithm that overcomes all these problems. We propose learning to be a continuous process, broken learning into three abstract and simplified sub-processes. Our learning strategy allows individuals to build a dynamic relationship with their surroundings based on the information available to them. Whenever this information changes, these individuals assess their performance and effectiveness of their strategies. If new information is found to be relevant to an improvement in chances of survival then this information is added to knowledge pool otherwise it is discarded.
Our results will show that this learning approach performs well in both perfect and imperfect environments. However, our primary focus in this work has been to create intelligence that is capable of dealing with the incompleteness of any environment. Our learning approach is able to handle abrupt uncertainties which are inherent in an IES. We will show how traditional learning approaches fail to meet the needs of an imperfect world. These approaches either ignore the availability of new information or rely on humans to provide explicit information about the change.
Since learning in such an environment is an ongoing process, it requires a learning approach that is continuous in nature. In this paper, we present such a learning approach that is able to seek its objectives in an imperfect world, detect changes occurring in the environment and adapt accordingly. Our learning approach allows agents to acquire new skills that help them survive the demands of their environment. These skills are acquired and updated by the agents themselves in an automated manner based solely on the information provided by the environment. No other information or guidance is provided to the learning algorithm. This allows agents to learn and adapt as per the requirements of their environment (these requirements change over time without any warning) and thus improve their chances of survival in an automated manner, mimicking the behavior of naturally intelligent individuals. Instead of optimizing a particular skill for a particular environment, we aim to develop an approach that allows agents to learn multiple objectives (or skills) on their own without any human guidance.
In order to test our hypothesis of continuity of learning in uncertain environments we developed an IES to perform our experimentation. This IES is modeled to handle uncertainty and imperfection of information and create new challenges for its inhabitants. It constitutes of different entities both learning and non-learning. We believe that the abstract nature of the environment would allow other researchers to add new entities and challenges to it. Fig. 1 presents a diagrammatic view of this IES at different time stages. E T is the state of the Imperfect Evolutionary System at time T (represented by the large outer circle). E T is defined by a set of information blocks. Any change in the environment will bring about a change in the search space with the consequence of no point being the optimal for all the different states of the environment. New information for inhabitants would present exploration opportunities (Fig. 1b) , whereas removing previously available information would render evolved strategies to be obsolete (Fig. 1c) . Hence we can define E T in terms of the information available to its inhabitants as in Eq. (1).
where n is the maximum number of information blocks that are available and I T l is the lth information block available for the individual of the IES at time T. We propose that each block of information is itself a set formed by the union of smaller blocks of information about the environment. A block of information, denoted as I T l is comprised of (i) available input, x T l , (ii) effective rules, r T l , (iii) objectives which the individuals must achieve, o T l , (iv) novice entities present in the environment, u 
Eq. (2) presents the information from the environments perspective, while (3) presents it from the individual's point of view.
Details of this environment are presented in Section 4. It is our hope that this environment will serve as a test bed for further research into IES. In the next section we will discuss related work. Section 3 presents our algorithm while Section 4 presents details of our test-bed IES. Experimental setup is detailed in Section 5 and results are presented in Section 6. Conclusions and future work is discussed in Section 7.
Related work
Learning environments can generally be divided into two categories: static (steady) and dynamic (varying). Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are commonly used for solving computationally hard problems. EAs have been applied to both kinds of environments. In static problems there is no change in the environment while solving a given problem instance. Generally, an EA performs search using a population of individuals where each individual represents a candidate solution for a given problem instance. These individuals interact with each other during the search process via evolutionary operators.
Dynamic environments (DE) are ever-changing environments, which can be observed in many real world problems where a change can occur at any time while the search is in progress. Recently, there are a growing number of studies on dynamic environments, such as, dynamic optimization problems (DOP). However, most of the studies assume that the DE is perfect. By saying that an environment is perfect we mean that the set of information available at time Ti to Ti + n remains unchanged. In a DE, change usually means modifying some environment variables. These environments are not based to model the imperfection of the environment. An example of such an environment is the Moving Peaks Benchmark (MPB). MPB is a well-known problem that provides a dynamic environment of perfect information, where the learning algorithm has to locate a number of peaks present in the environment [5, 7] . These peaks can change their spatial location, height and slope. Any good learning strategy would have locate the peaks and then track their movements once the environment changes. However, these environments were not modeled to support imperfection of the environment. For example, any strategy working within MPB would always be aware of the surrounding environment and the challenges it presents. In summary, by DE we mean a dynamic environment of complete and perfect information. While an uncertain, incomplete, imperfect dynamic environment is referred to as an Imperfect Evolutionary System (IES).
Our learning algorithm is based on a Swarm based approach, Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm (PSO). A comprehensive overview of PSO and its parameters is presented in [13] . Numerous studies have investigated the performance of PSO in DE. Hu and Eberhart presented re-randomization PSO (RPSO) to deal with DE [19] . In RPSO, some particles of the population are randomly relocated. Li and Dam [28] showed that restricting the information exchange and preventing convergence, increases the diversity of the population and gave better performance when dealing with DE. Janson and Middendorf proposed a hierarchical PSO [22] , which showed improvements over the standard PSO for dynamic environments. Lung and Dumitresc [33] used an approach that relied on two different swarms. One was responsible for maintaining diversity while the other kept track of the optimum. Using the analogy of atomic particles, Blackwell and Bentley, presented their Charged Swarms approach [6] . Their swarm comprised of charged and neutral particles. A cloud of charged particles, that repel each other, orbits around the neutral nucleus. Blackwell et al. further extended this idea and presented a multi-swarm method [4, 5, 7, 8] . Du and Li [10] , divided the particles into two parts, Gaussian local search was applied to one part while the others patrol around them to track the optima. This approach was found to be less suitable for environments with more than two local optima.
Li and Yang [26] , proposed that the swarm be broken into two types; a parent swarm, which maintains diversity and chooses promising areas for the search process and child swarms which explore these areas for optima [27] . The authors later introduced a clustering particle swarm optimizer, which partitions the main swarm into several sub-swarms, each searching for the optima [26] . Liu et al. proposed a Compound Particle Swarm Optimization approach [30] using composite particles. Later they used a scattering operator to maintain diversity in these swarms [31] . Hashemi and Meybodi presented their Cellular PSO in [17, 18] . They partition the search space into cells, a group of particles then searches a cell for the optima using its personal best and best from the neighboring cells. Kamosi [24] applied the idea of hibernation to multi swarm. A parent swarm explores the search space and child swarms exploit promising areas found by the parent swarm. In the proposed model, whenever the search efforts of a child swarm for exploiting an area becomes unproductive, the child swarm hibernates. Results showed that the proposed algorithm outperforms other PSO algorithms, including similar particle swarm algorithms for dynamic environments like mQSO [13] and FMSO [27] .
Evolutionary computation [12, 15, 44] has also been used to study adaptive intelligence. Evolutionary learning has resulted in generating behaviors and solutions which were, in most cases, unexpected or previously unknown. Fogel et al. [14] present advances in developing adaptive intelligence in computer games using EC techniques. Other studies that have investigated uncertain and changing environment in AI research are fuzzy logic [45, 46] , qualitative reasoning [41] and commonsense reasoning [35, 36] . Bayesian networks were used in [37] .
In real world environments a wide range of uncertainties have to be considered in the evolutionary process. To model uncertainty in our IES, we use noisy, time variant fitness functions [23] . Noise is an unavoidable part of most real life environments. Therefore in a dynamic environment modeled to represent real life scenarios, noise cannot be ignored. The effects of noise on the performance of evolutionary strategies has been discussed in [2, 3] . In multi-objective optimization, two relevant works are [21, 40] . In our imperfect environment, noise is modeled via the effects of different environmental factors f T i (e.g. the spawn location, number of creatures and terminals in the environment, etc.).
Time variant fitness functions are deterministic at any point in time but are dependent on time, t (4).
FðXÞ ¼ f t ðXÞ ð4Þ
This dependence of the fitness function at time t, means that the optimum changes over time. Learning algorithms in such environments must be able to track the movement of the optimum over time t. Our IES is divided into different phases (detailed in Section 3). Each phase introduces or removes certain information into the environment and has its own corresponding fitness function.
For our experimentation we use our algorithm and other approaches to train Artificial Neural Network (ANN) in an IES. ANN based controllers have been used in the NERO game developed by Stanley et al. [39] . ANN controllers were also used by Yannakakis et al. [43] in a simulated world called Flatland. They investigate agents controlled by an ANN with a fixed architecture and trainable weights. One of the major contributions of their work is the mechanism of finding the fitness of agents by making them act out their strategies in the environment. We utilize the same technique for finding the fitness of our agents. Yannakakis and Hallam have also evolved ANN controllers for the games of Pac-Man and Dead End [42] . Yet another effort in this field has been made by Lucas for the game of Cellz [32] . Gaxiola et al. [16] have proposed a fuzzy based modification to the back-propogation algorithm for training of weights. A genetic algorithm based weight training approach has been proposed by [34, 35] .
Coping with imperfection
To deal with the uncertainty of the environment our learning algorithm focuses on automating the learning process. Human learning is a complex process involving countless sub-processes. However, for our approach we divide this learning into three abstract sub-processes. We call these the 3'Es of learning (experience, exploration, exploitation). These processes are fairly well-known in the AI community.
i. Experience: For every new problem faced, determine its relationship with the acquired knowledge and abilities, and reuse previous learning. ii. Exploration: Formulate a general strategy to deal with the situation based on currently available information. iii. Exploitation: Refine the current skill set based on its effectiveness to deal with the challenges at hand. Fig. 2 presents a diagrammatic representation of the underlying processes in this continuous learning approach. The continuity of learning is based on these processes for the discovery and exploitation of information (knowledge) in the current environment and modifying behavior according to the surrounding environment. We use these processes to allow imperfect individuals to understand and adapt to their settings, thereby ensuring their survival.
We now present our continuous Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm: Our algorithm is based on the PSO algorithm and uses a multi-population approach by dividing the main swarm into smaller sub-swarms. These sub-swarms are connected in a fixed-ring topology in which we have several completely connected sub-swarms, isolated from one another except through their corner particles. Each corner particle is completely connected with all the particles of two parent sub-swarms (Fig. 3 ). These particles act as a source of information transfer. Each sub-swarm is of a fixed size (for our experimentation we used eight sub-swarms, five particles per sub-swarm). Assignment to a sub-swarm is based on the index of a particle. Therefore particles cannot change their sub-swarms. This strategy for subswarms allows the particles of a sub-swarm to reside anywhere in the search space instead of in close locality to other members of their sub-swarms. This has two benefits:
i. Each individual shares its perspective of the surroundings with other members of the sub-swarm. ii. Each sub-swarm acts independently of other sub-swarms; poorly performing sub-swarms do not affect others, while better strategies are disseminated within the population via the connecting particles.
By employing the 3'Es of learning, our learning algorithm maintains diversity within these sub-swarms, and retains the lessons it learns. Change is detected by monitoring the performance of the individuals and the algorithm decides when it has to focus on exploration and when exploitation is required. The entire learning process takes place without relying on any external guidance other than the stimulus provided by the evolutionary environment. The algorithm starts by initializing all parameters necessary for the evolutionary process and an initial population of imperfect individuals is created. The initial population is then divided into smaller sub-swarms. These sub-swarms are of fixed size and are formed on the basis of a particle's index number. The structure of our sub-swarms and their interconnections is shown in Fig. 3 .
Individuals within these sub-swarms then develop strategies for dealing with the environment. Strategies are formulated using information provided by the environment, e.g. input sensors, primary and secondary abilities etc. Depending upon the number of inputs (sensors) chosen by the individual, they can formulate unique strategies allowing them to perform different tasks with different skill levels. In other words what the agents can do depends upon what it chooses from what is provided by the environment. At this initial stage, these strategies may be random or chosen from the experience pool.
The appropriateness of an individual's strategy is then determined by a fitness function defined by the environment. Our focus, in this research, is to develop a learning approach which has the ability to automatically detect environment changes, and to adapt by formulating suitable strategies. For this reason, the fitness function is never disclosed to the learning agents. The learning algorithm only receives the fitness value of its current strategy and uses this evaluation to learn what the demands of the unknown fitness function are and if they have changed or not. No other information about the environment is explicitly shared with the individuals or the learning algorithm.
Based on the fitness values, the best strategy is determined. The population is motivated to adapt strategies similar to the best strategies using an exploitation parameter e p (5). Ideally, an individual doing well should not jump far from its current location in the search space and should explore its current locality for a better solution to the problem. An agent performing badly should jump away from its current location to look elsewhere for a better solution. This parameter stops the population from developing random strategies and encourages them to develop strategies similar to the ones that are currently successful. Setting this parameter too strictly was found to adversely affect the diversity of the population. The threshold value b is set to a constant (b = 1.05), f T s is the fitness value of the best particle in the sub-swarm S at time T and f T P is the fitness of the best particles from the entire population P at time T. Different sub-swarms may have different e p , depending on the fitness of their particles.
An essential part of adaptive learning is automated change detection. To detect change in the environment, the learning algorithm monitors its own evolutionary performance. After every T x iterations it diversifies its population of particles by reinitialization of the worst performing sub-swarms. This selective re-initialization strategy allows the learning algorithm to utilize poorly performing particles for exploring new opportunities and changes in the environment. In order to choose a sub-swarm for re-initialization, we use accumulated fitness value F T s (6), to determine the worst sub-swarm.
F T s is calculated by the sum of fitness f of all particles p belonging to the sub-swarm S over a period of T iterations. This allows monitoring of a sub-swarm's performance over a number of iterations. Any sub-swarm that is currently improving itself is allowed to improve. When a sub-swarm has stopped improving and is currently the worst sub-swarm then it becomes an ideal candidate for exploration. A sub-swarm that had high fitness in a previous state of the environment and now relies on strategies that have become obsolete is forced to abandon its outdated methods and explore new opportunities. Only the worst two sub-swarms are used in the exploration process and if both of these sub-swarms are improving then no candidate is selected for further exploration. This limit avoids the algorithm from becoming a random search and to focus on improving current strategies via evolution. Tables 1 and 2 present the parameter values involved in this continuous learning process. Due to the imperfect nature of the environment, inputs and outputs (or any other parameter) can change at any time, without warning. In case a certain input is no longer available in the environment, individuals relying on that input will have to abandon their strategies and formulate new ones. In this manner these individuals build a dynamic bond with their surrounding environment and constantly search for any changes that may have occurred. At each step their actions are evaluated. This evaluation guides the agents as to whether they have selected the right strategy or not.
After every T e a candidate is chosen to be added to the archive. Every T e iterations, the best strategy found by the population is added into an experience pool. This experience pool serves as a historical archive for social evolution. An individual can adopt strategies from this experience pool. Since each individual has its own perspective of the environment based on their locality, this pool can be further subdivided into smaller pools where each pool only stores the best strategies from a selected portion of the environment. We do not allow duplication in the pool because it was experimentally found to be less desirable. While adding to the socio-experience pool two different strategies were tested. i. After T e iterations, sort individuals on the basis of fitness and pick the best one if it is above a certain threshold. ii. Add the best solution to the pool after T e iterations regardless of its fitness values.
The termination criteria for the algorithm could be a predefined number of iterations or a fitness threshold value. Finally we, increment the decay value. This decay value is used to determine how old a strategy is (the oldest strategy will have the highest decay value). If the pool is full then, for removal of strategies from the socio-experience pool, we reference this decay value. 
Wonderland -an imperfect evolutionary environment
We now detail the imperfect De we developed to model imperfection and uncertainty of information. DEs have been classified into different types based on their characteristics and numerous works have presented different categorizations. DE can be categorized on the basis of how often change occurs, the magnitude of change and the movement of optima. Classification systems based on the trajectory of optima and direction of change and have been used by [1, 11, 19] . For our IES, we use the classification proposed by [9] . It provides four characteristics of change:
i. Predictability of change, i.e. the correlation between changes. ii. Frequency of occurrence of change. iii. Magnitude of change. iv. Repetitiveness of change, whether optima returns to its previous location or close to it.
We designed different challenges for the learning individuals based on these criteria. These challenges are modeled used different phases in our environment. We call our IES, Wonderland and it is a predator-prey environment, similar to the one used by [43] and [32] . It is a 2D world with no boundaries (agents crossing over the edge reappear on the other side) and consists of two types of entities; individuals (learning) and artifacts (non-learning). An individuals' strategy is represented using ANNs. Each strategy is formulated using inputs available in the environment. A change in the environment is represented as an environmental phase.
We now explain different kinds of entities and phases used in our environment.
Entities in the environment

Humanoids
Humanoids are the basic evolvable individuals within the environment. These humanoids are placed in the environment without any a priori information. They must formulate a strategy by choosing a set of inputs. The environment requires humanoids to learn object-avoidance and target-achievement skills without explicit information about which objects are to be avoided and which objects are to be targeted.
Each of the individuals decide to use a set of ANN inputs p T xa available from the set of inputs. p T 1x a is defined as those inputs used by the individual which were available from the set of inputs x allowed for species a, at time T (7).
For our current series of experimentation we restrict the ANN architecture as described in Section 4. This architecture was experimentally derived and is similar to the one used by Yannakakis et al. [43] .
Terminals
These are non-evolving stationary points on the terrain. Once a humanoid reaches (i.e. a humanoid reaches the pixel location of the terminal) the terminal, it is considered to be captured and a new terminal point is spawned at a random location.
Creatures
These are non-evolving agents in the environment. Their behavior is scripted. Creatures attack or avoid humanoids based on different phases of the environment. Due to their dual nature they play a unique role in the environment being both prey and predator at different times. Due to their scripted nature they always use the shortest distance between them and the closest agent. The number of pixels visible to a creature is always smaller than the number of pixels visible to the agents. This is done to give both parties a fair chance.
Phases in the environment
The following environmental phases are used in the experimentation presented in this paper.
Acquisition
In this phase the humanoids learn to capture as many terminal points as they can within a limited time period. The fitness function is based on how many points have been captured (8) .
where F T i is the fitness of the ith humanoid and is calculated as the minimum of 1 and the total number of terminal points captured by the humanoid t T i divided by the maximum terminals available for capturing, mt T , at time T.
Survival
In this phase a new entity called Creatures is introduced into the environment. These creatures hunt for humanoids. Humanoids cannot fight back and must choose to run away. The addition of creatures requires a drastic change in humanoids' survival strategy and individuals will have to learn to avoid death by a creature (9) .
where md T is the maximum number of time humanoids are allowed to be killed by the creature and d T i is the number of times humanoid i was killed by the creatures.
Hunting
This phase is the opposite of the Survival phase. Humanoids are allowed to fight back by learning to capture creatures. Capturing a creature requires teamwork. Creatures will try to avoid humanoids in this phase while two or more humanoids must trap a creature to capture it (i.e. two or more individuals must come within a Euclidian distance of 1 pixel to the creature). Fitness is determined by the number of creatures captured (10) .
where me T is the maximum number of creature captures allowed and e T i is the number creatures captured by the humanoid. Whenever two or more individuals cooperate to capture a creature this number is updated for all the humanoids who participated in the capture.
Combinations of these objectives can be used to develop more complicated fitness functions. One example of such a complex learning activity could be (11) .
Here, fitness is the summation of total creatures captured fe The difficulty of tasks varies between different phases. In order to establish a common ground for comparison all fitness values are normalized, allowing a fair comparison among learning from different phases or tasks. The maximum values used in the normalization of fitness were determined experimentally using individuals whose behavior was scripted to meet the demands of the environment. Since the location of the optima is unknown for these problems, the values from scripted agents were used to compare the quality of results from learning algorithms ( Table 1) .
There are two levels of change occurring in the environment. The minor changes (movement of creatures, relocation of terminals, and movement of humanoids) are less severe in magnitude but occur very frequently (i.e. they change in every iteration). Major changes are the transition of one phase to another. Successful learning algorithms must be able to generate robust solutions that deal with the chaotic minor changes, yet are adaptive enough to deal with major changes.
Experimental setup
In an imperfect environment, the performance of an individual i depends on two factors, its learning ability d To answer this, we opted for a competitive co-evolutionary approach. The best strategies found by each algorithm compete against each other. For each experiment multiple runs (at least 10) were made to validate the conclusion of the results.
Figures show the average values of these runs. Artificial Neural Networks were used to interface the learning individuals (or particles) with the environment. Each learning individual tunes the weights of an ANN which represents the strategy for that individual. Using a common ANN architecture for all algorithms, we test only on their change detection and adaptive learning abilities, allowing for a fair comparison. The ANN architecture used for experimentation comprises 12 input neurons, 1 hidden layer with 5 neurons and 2 output neurons. Inputs comprise of distance and angles of the z (z = 2) closest terminals, humanoids and creatures. A sigmoid activation function is used. The two output neurons give the step size and the direction (or angle) in which to move.
To deal with noisy fitness functions, the expected fitness function is often approximated over a number of random samples [23] . In our setup noise is generated by the effects of environmental parameters f T i . To minimize these, for each of these particles we create N clones. A clone represents the strategy formulated by its parent particle. Each clone takes E steps in the environment, and its movement and interactions are monitored. The fitness of the particle (or the Individual) is then calculated based on these interactions (using the formulae mentioned in Section III B). The values of all the clones are summed to represent the value of the parent particle e.g. the number of terminals reached by a particle during an iteration is the summation of the number of terminals reached by all its clones in E steps of that iteration. This minimizes the effect of random elements of the environment such as; agent spawn locations, proximity to creatures, terminal placement etc., in fitness calculation. The algorithms used in our experimentation are HMSO [24] , DMS PSO [29] , and an lbest version of RPSO [13, 20] . The lbest RPSO (we will call it RL-PSO) was given an unfair advantage over the others as it was informed of all the phase changes whenever they occurred and told which factors should be ignored and which ones considered. In this way, RL-PSO mimics the behavior of an ideal change detection and adaption strategy.
In all experiments, the same parameter values are used for all algorithms. Each algorithm faces the same phase change at the same iteration. This removes all other factors and focuses on the ability of each algorithm to deal with the change in the IES allowing for a fair comparison.
Experimental results and discussion
First, we test the learning ability of the algorithms in a perfect environment and gradually move towards an imperfect one (i.e. increase the complexity of the problem).
Perfect environment
To test the learning ability of all algorithms in a stable environment, they were allowed to train humanoids in a stable, unchanging environment. We used the environment states along with their fitness function mentioned in Section 3. Tables  4-9 give details of the performance of each algorithm in different scenarios. Fig. 4 presents the learning curve of each approach for this learning activity showing the terminal acquired (Fig. 4a) , number of deaths (Fig. 4b) , and successful creature captures (Fig. 4c) . The best solutions found competed against random solutions and they outperformed the random ones, proving their ability to learn in a perfect environment. Fig. 5 , shows how successful each strategy was compared to others in a perfect environment. It is clear from these results, that the best results were achieved by RL-PSO, because it was informed about all changes. Our CL-PSO came in second, with results that are close to those of RL-PSO. This shows our learning approach can successfully learn in a perfect environment. Results from DMS and HMSO were far below our strategy. These algorithms were confused by the constant chaotic changes and the effects of environmental parameters. Still these algorithms performed better than random search. The jagged learning curve of our CL-PSO is the result of constant exploration of new strategies and reinitializing of the worst sub-swarm. The learning curve of other approaches is smoother because in a perfect environment the best strategies are only improved and do not become obsolete.
Coping with imperfection
Next we test the learning ability of these algorithms in an imperfect and changing environment. For this test, each algorithm was allowed to learn about the environment for a number of iterations after which a phase change was introduced. We started with phase 1 then transitioned the environment into phase 2 and then phase 3 (each phase change was introduced after every 1000 iterations). Details of these phases are in Section 4.2. Table 3 Switching between environment states for socio-experience comparison.
Iterations
Environment phase 0-300 Survival phase 300-600
Acquisition phase 600-900
Survival phase 900-1200
Hunting phase 1200-1500
Survival phase 1500-1800
Acquisition phase 1800-2100
Hunting phase The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 6 . Since in the first two phases of the environment the humanoids are not given any information about how to capture the creatures hence for those two stages the number of captures remains at zero. Table 10 details the average values of the best individuals determined by each algorithm on multiple runs. Table shows that all algorithms started to learn terminal acquisition, however, HMSO and DMSPSO were unable to deal with the incomplete and noisy nature of the environment and their resulted in poorer performance than the other two algorithms which had a better change detection scheme. Since human guidance and explicit information about the surrounding environment was available to RL-PSO its performance is better than all algorithms. Therefore the results of RL-PSO should be considered as ideal i.e. something that a human would come close to achieving. Our continuous learning algorithm came in close second, showing its ability to deal with the imperfectness of the environment without any explicit information about the surroundings. Our algorithm detects the current state of the environment based solely on the information provided by its surrounding and Fig. 6(a) shows how the learning for the traditional algorithms halts after the introduction of change and their failure to respond to changes in the environment. In contrast, the learning curve of RL-PSO and our PSO approach show that they respond to the changes in their environment. Whenever the environment changes, learning individuals reflect these changes and adapts by formulating suitable strategies to ensure survival.
In an imperfect environment, with every phase change, the fitness of the best individuals should decrease because the previously best strategies have now become obsolete. This must be automatically detected by the learning algorithm to match the changes that have occurred in its surrounding environment. If the algorithm successfully detects the changes then it must reevaluate its best strategies to see if their previous fitness values are valid or not. Because RL-PSO was explicitly informed about these changes, its curve perfectly reflects the changes of the environment. Our automated change detecting PSO follows closely, whereas the other algorithms do not consider the phase changes and maintain a smooth learning line. The smoothness of their fitness curve shows that the best values, once achieved, are never updated to match the phase changes in the environment. 
Dealing with repetitive chaotic imperfect environment
In this experiment, the phase changes occur even more frequently (Table 3 ). The environment reverts back to a previous state to test the ability of algorithms to deal with repetitions in a chaotic imperfect environment. The fitness learning curve is shown in Fig. 7 . Results show that our CL-PSO responds well to the change in the environment (as evident by the rise and fall in the average fitness value). Other learning approaches fail to respond to the chaos in their surroundings and instead only focus on improving their fitness for the first phase. They never adapt to the changes and their smooth learning curve shows that they fail to detect when their best strategies become obsolete.
Adding a new dimension to learning
In all the tasks, the humanoids had to learn but they only had to focus on one thing at a time. This fact is highlighted by the statistics shown in Fig. 8 . The statistics represent the accumulated values of the most successful strategies found in 3000 simulations. It is clear from Fig. 8 that while a strategy performs well in its own area of specialty, its performance in other dimensions is usually poor. In an imperfect environment, it is possible that new dimensions to the problem may be added (or subtracted) from the current learning ability at any time without any forewarning. Any learning algorithm that deals with imperfection must be able to deal with this situation.
To test this ability we started the learning with an acquisition phase for 1000 iterations, the fitness evaluated by Eq. (5). After the initial 1000 iterations, a new dimension to the problem was introduced as in Eq. (12) .
Here F T i is the fitness of the ith humanoid which is the average of two entities. t T i is the number terminal points captured by the humanoid mt T the maximum terminals allowed for capturing at time T. md T is max number of deaths allowed and d
T i
is the number of times humanoid i was died. Fig. 7 . Learning in a chaotic imperfect evolutionary environment. Phase change was introduced every 300 iterations. Random search has also been plotted to show how a completely random search for best strategies behaves in a chaotic environment. The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 9 . In the first part of the experiment (0-1000 iterations) humanoids ignore their deaths. In the latter half of the experiments (1000-2000 iterations) they now have to learn to maximize the number of their terminal acquisitions and also minimize their number of deaths. Whereas in the first phase the focus is on achieving a target, ignoring deaths, in the second phase learning algorithms have to balance the two factors.
The new state of the environment is more complex than the previous one. Terminals must be captured while running away from the creatures, doing so will decrease the numbers of terminals captured. RL-PSO and our CL-PSO both respond to this change in the environment and try to balance the two factors, while DMS and HMSO ignore this phase change and instead focus on terminal capturing, which is why their fitness more or less remains the same after the change.
Conclusion
An imperfect environment constantly presents new challenges to its inhabitants. Individuals residing in such an environment are called imperfect individuals. They must realize the imperfection of their environment and adapt accordingly. In this paper, we have presented a continuously learning algorithm that enables individuals to learn and survive in an imperfect environment. These individuals form a dynamic relationship with their surroundings. Whenever a change occurs in the environment these individuals detect it and modify their strategies, thereby improving their chances of survival. Their ability to learn does not depend upon any human intervention. These individuals form a diverse and active society where each member contributes to the improvement of the collective. Poorly performing members of the society are utilized in exploration while better members are used in exploitation of the surroundings.
We have developed an environment to test the learning ability of our algorithm. The environment is uncertain and changing in nature. This environment has different states and a change in a state is transmitted via a fitness function. We believe a similar setup can be used as a test-bed for future research in imperfect environments. These environments represent scenarios similar to the ones we face in our everyday lives, where an individual has to deal with different challenges, some of which are not known in advance. Our aim was to develop an environment that can be extended to different problems and domains. Our IES can be used by other researchers to investigate the performance and ability of different learning algorithms when presented with diverse challenges of imperfect information.
Our results show that the self-motivated learning ability of our continuous learning approach is successful in detection and adaptation to the demands of the environment. Our agents not only adapted to survive in their new environment but also exploited any weakness present in their surroundings. We do not claim that the learning ability of these agents is optimal (or that the strategies they evolved are optimal strategies). It was, however, demonstrated experimentally that the agents efficiently learned to deal with changes in the environment within the given time. We conclude that this algorithm demonstrates an adaptive intelligence based behavior, which can be applied to other complex problems.
We believe that IES are the logical extension of current research in dynamic algorithms. These environments can be used to model real life scenarios. These environments are modeled to accommodate incompleteness of information, thereby allowing new information to be added at any stage of evolution. In this regard the environment becomes a part of the evolutionary process. This nature of the environment to support different kinds of information can be scaled to test different problems of various domains, e.g. testing Game AI algorithms, developing AI for exploration of unknown environments, developing testing scenarios for training of employees in various capacities, etc.
Our learning continuous learning approach has shown its ability to handle incompleteness of information. This learning approach is aimed at developing AI that mimics human behavior. Such learning strategies can especially be applied to video games where scripted behaviors become predictable. A learning approach based on our research would allow the game to adapt and behave according to the actions of the players. This work could also be extended to deal with cheaters who exhibit behavior that cannot be predicted in advance using traditional scripting based methodologies. Example uses of such learning agents would improve the replay ability of games by detecting cheaters, or generating behaviors that adapt to the choices made by a human player and coming up with strategies that would challenge and involve him/her. There are questions that still need to be explored. For example, can we apply the algorithm to problems in which even the structure or representation of the problem is unknown. In such a problem even the particle representation would be dependent upon the individuals of the environment. How would they handle this? It would also be interesting to have continuously learning species compete against one another for survival. We are currently working on the integration of better neuro-evolution strategy to the framework so that it can attempt to optimize its solutions as per the requirements. Better algorithms for the addition and removal from the experience pool are also being investigated. Application of this self-motivated, independent, multi-dimensional continuous learning framework upon other practical problems would be interesting.
